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Summary: Earnings and 'Phase One' trade deal help markets 

October was a positive month for global equities, ending up 2.0% (in local 

currency). Government bond prices ($, unhdg) weakened as yields mover higher. 

Key events included:  
 

 The US Fed cutting rates for a third time in the year, signalling a pause; 

 Global growth slowing, reflected in US, Euro Area and China Q3 GDP; 

 Better-than-expected corporate earnings for Q3 2019. 

S&P 500 reached all-time highs as Q3 earnings exceeded expectations to date, and 

signs of progress on US-China trade supported equities. Agreeing on a 'Phase One' 

trade deal, the US delayed a planned tariff increase in exchange for Chinese 

purchases of US agricultural goods. Global growth continued to slow, led by China 

where it touched a 27-year low. In the UK, sterling strengthened in a volatile month 

with prospects of a no-deal Brexit fading as the EU agreed a third extension. 

Meanwhile, gold and oil strengthened 2.8% and 1.7% in the month. 
 

US: Growth eases, Fed cuts while indicating pause 

Economic growth slowed slightly in Q3, with US GDP growing at a 1.9% annualised 

rate. Consumer spending, which accounts for over two-thirds of economic activity, 

remained resilient over the period despite a fall in September retail sales. In line 

with expectations, the US Fed cut interest rates by 25bps for a third time this year – 

to a 1.50%-1.75% range – as it stated that monetary policy to now be "in a good 

place". With the Fed removing its pledge to act as appropriate to sustain the 

economic expansion, the latest move was perceived by markets as a rate cut 

pause. Meanwhile, a reversal in the decline of manufacturing activity saw the PMI 

survey touch a six-month high at 51.5, as the preliminary reading showed output, 

new orders and employment all rise.  
 

Europe: German weakness, ECB maintain policy, UK election 

Weakness in German manufacturing activity persisted into Q4, with the PMI (41.9) 

only marginally higher compared to a prior reading. GDP in the Euro Area expanded 

at 1.1% annualised in Q3, whilst core inflation at 1.1% remains well below the ECB 

target, despite a small increase in October. Ending an eight-year term as ECB 

President, Mario Draghi said in his last press conference that the "risks surrounding 

the euro area growth outlook remain on the downside". Having announced 

accommodative monetary policy in September, the ECB made no new policy moves 

in October with Christine Lagarde set to take office on 1 November. In the UK, 

modest Q3 GPD growth, 0.3% contrasted with a crescendo in the political impasse 

– the UK will now hold its first December election since 1923 as the EU granted its 

third and flexible Brexit extension up until 31 January 2020.  
 

Asia: China GDP slowdown, BoJ signalling future rate cuts 

Impacted by the protracted trade war with the US, China’s Q3 economic growth 

slowed to its weakest pace in 27 years – rising only 6.0% year-on-year – and lower 

than the 6.2% growth seen in Q2. A phase one trade deal with the US helped 

investor sentiment but a 5.3% fall in China's industrial profits and a sixth 

consecutive month of contraction in factory activity highlights the issues faced by 

Beijing in its attempt to support a soft landing of the economy. Meanwhile, Hong 

Kong slid into a technical recession for the first time in a decade, as domestic 

demand declined. Elsewhere, the Bank of Japan maintained its negative interest 

rate of -0.10% while offering forward guidance that it may cut rates further.  

Market summary (total return in local currency) 
 

Fixed Income Yield 1M % 1 Yr % 

US 10 Yr 1.69% 0.2% 14.6% 

UK 10 Yr 0.63% -0.9% 7.9% 

Swiss 10 Yr -0.56% -1.5% 4.1% 

German 10 Yr -0.41% -1.4% 6.2% 

Global IG (hdg $) 2.19% 0.4% 13.1% 

Global HY (hdg $) 6.16% 0.4% 8.5% 

    
Equity Index Level 1M % 1 Yr % 

S&P 500 3'038 2.2% 14.3% 

MSCI UK 11'898 -2.1% 5.7% 

SMI 10'220 1.4% 17.1% 

Eurostoxx 50 3'604 1.1% 17.0% 

Nikkei 22'927 5.4% 6.8% 

Hang Seng 26'907 3.3% 11.6% 

MSCI World (lcl) 255 2.0% 12.4% 

MSCI World ($) 266 2.7% 12.6% 

    
Currencies (trade-weighted, nominal) 

US Dollar 
 

-1.6% -0.6% 

Euro 
 

0.5% -1.7% 

Yen 
 

-1.5% 4.6% 

Pound Sterling 
 

3.2% 2.0% 

Swiss Franc 
 

-0.7% 2.5% 

Chinese Yuan 
 

0.3% -1.4% 

    
Other Level     

VIX 13.2 -18.6% -37.7% 

Brent ($/b) 60.2 1.7% -10.6% 

Gold ($/oz) 1'513 2.8% 24.6% 

 
Sources: Bloomberg, Rothschild & Co  
 
 

Manufacturing PMI “heatmap”
 

 

J F M A M J J A S O

US 55 53 52 53 51 51 50 50 51 52

UK 53 52 55 53 49 48 48 47 48 50

EA 51 49 48 48 48 48 47 47 46 46

FR 51 52 50 50 51 52 50 51 50 51

DE 50 48 44 44 44 45 43 44 42 42

CN 50 49 51 50 49 49 50 50 50 49

2019

 
 

 

 

Sources: Bloomberg, Rothschild & Co 
Manufacturing PMIs are economic indicators derived from 
monthly surveys of companies (>50= expansionary). 
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Important information 

This document is strictly confidential and produced by Rothschild & Co for information purposes only and for the sole use of the recipient. Save as specifically agreed in writing by Rothschild & Co, this 

document must not be copied, reproduced, distributed or passed, in whole or part, to any other person. This document does not constitute a personal recommendation or an offer or invitation to buy or sell 

securities or any other banking or investment product. Nothing in this document constitutes legal, accounting or tax advice.  

The value of investments, and the income from them, can go down as well as up, and you may not recover the amount of your original investment. Past performance should not be taken as a guide to future 

performance. Investing for return involves the acceptance of risk: performance aspirations are not and cannot be guaranteed. Should you change your outlook concerning your investment objectives and / or 

your risk and return tolerance(s), please contact your client adviser. Where an investment involves exposure to a foreign currency, changes in rates of exchange may cause the value of the investment, and the 

income from it, to go up or down. Income may be produced at the expense of capital returns. Portfolio returns will be considered on a “total return” basis meaning returns are derived from both capital 

appreciation or depreciation as reflected in the prices of your portfolio’s investments and from income received from them by way of dividends and coupons. Holdings in example or real discretionary portfolios 

shown herein are detailed for illustrative purposes only and are subject to change without notice. As with the rest of this document, they must not be considered as a solicitation or recommendation for separate 

investment. Although the information and data herein are obtained from sources believed to be reliable, no representation or warranty, expressed or implied, is or will be made and, save in the case of fraud, no 

responsibility or liability is or will be accepted by Rothschild & Co as to or in relation to the fairness, accuracy or completeness of this document or the information forming the basis of this document or for any 

reliance placed on this document by any person whatsoever. In particular, no representation or warranty is given as to the achievement or reasonableness of any future projections, targets, estimates or 

forecasts contained in this document. Furthermore, all opinions and data used in this document are subject to change without prior notice.  

This document is distributed in the UK by Rothschild & Co Wealth Management UK Limited. Law or other regulation may restrict the distribution of this document in certain jurisdictions. Accordingly, recipients 

of this document should inform themselves about and observe all applicable legal and regulatory requirements. For the avoidance of doubt, neither this document nor any copy thereof may be sent to or taken 

into the United States or distributed in the United States or to a US person. References in this document to Rothschild or Rothschild & Co are to any of the various companies in the Rothschilds Continuation 

Holdings AG Group operating / trading under the name “Rothschild & Co” and not necessarily to any specific Rothschild & Co company. None of the Rothschild & Co companies outside the UK, nor companies 

within the Rothschild Trust Group are authorised under the UK Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 and accordingly, in the event that services are provided by any of these companies, the protections 

provided by the UK regulatory system for private customers will not apply, nor will compensation be available under the UK Financial Services Compensation Scheme. If you have any questions on this 

document, your portfolio or any elements of our services, please contact your client adviser.   

The Rothschild & Co Group includes the following wealth management and trust businesses (amongst others): Rothschild & Co Wealth Management UK Limited. Registered in England No 4416252. 

Registered office: New Court, St Swithin’s Lane, London, EC4N 8AL. Authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. Rothschild & Co Bank International Limited. Registered Office: St Julian’s 

Court, St Julian’s Avenue, St Peter Port, Guernsey, GY1 3BP. Licensed and regulated by the Guernsey Financial Services Commission for the provision of Banking and Investment Services. Rothschild & Co 

Bank AG. Registered Office: Zollikerstrasse 181, 8034 Zurich, Switzerland. Authorised and regulated by Eidgenössischen Finanzmarktaufsicht FINMA. 


